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Release Notes 

 
TrustVault LogiQ 
Version: 2.5-0 
Released: July 2014 
 

Thank you for using TrustSphere software.  This Release Notes document identifies features and 
functionality that have been added to this release. 

 

Compatibility & Pre-requisites  

This release is compatible with, or requires as a minimum, the following components: 

 None 

 

New Features 

 Transfer message data backend to use the MongoDB system 
 Ability to disable sender rate limiting from console  
 Google Apps connector 
 Addition of relationship strength to Intel v2 API. 

 

Enhancements 

 Update Postini simulator with support for multiple Organisation ID's and Quarantine settings 
(User/Redirect) 

 Sender rate limiting - improvements 
 Allow two HTTP ports for LogiQ API  
 Greater security and resilience for MI API 
 Changes to port defaults for LogiQ components 

 

Removed Features 

 None 
 
 
Resolved Issues 

 [LQ-419] - LogiQ Integrity when queried with addresses of format 
"localpart,more"@example.org are corrupted in tyrant database 

 [LQ-482] - Exception seen in LPC Discovery mode 
 [LQ-495] - LogiQConsole Empty Home Page Because of API Error 
 [LQ-544] - issue with multiple recip LogiQ query 
 [LQ-590] - Warning Messages in the Query Engine Log when using localhost as address, with 

IPv6 enabled. 
 [LQ-612] - Update from console not finishing 
 [LQ-614] - ttopenservsock failed errors 
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 [LQ-620] - Whitelist expiration causes WL stats to return -1 after expiration script runs even 
when manual entries exists 

 [LQ-627] - v2 MI API 
 [LQ-636] - WL entry domain level should be able to add a complete email address and should 

return error message  
 [LQ-654] - Backup locking database access 
 [LQ-657] - Update monthly counter logic to deal with annual rollovers. 
  [LQ-661] - Select output format should not be allowed in message data 
 [LQ-663] - Update AWE::Query to write to Query MQ service instead of query.log 
 [LQ-666] - Time parameter assumes that the timestamp is always greater than the current 

modified time  
 [LQ-672] - E164 regex is incorrect 
 [LQ-673] - The first Check_number query should create the voice domain under default 

domain group, if it does not exist 
 [LQ-674] - Registering false positives with Integrity 
 [LQ-676] - JSON.pm is missing 
 [LQ-677] - error on tt.log after an upgrade to v2.4 (beta repo was used) 
 [LQ-678] - Curl queries stop responding when accessing System whitelists on web UI 
 [LQ-681] - Update intel_messagedata to query MongoDB 
 [LQ-685] - Query Engine Error after VM ran out of space 
 [LQ-686] - Apply_config all not correctly called on upgrade, + cert files need to not be 

overwritten. 
 [LQ-687] - Cert.pem is not being accepted as a supported file 
 [LQ-688] - upgrade to 2.4-52 caused an error prevented integrity to be updated 
 [LQ-690] - Catch '*' as part of email address for intel_relationships 
 [LQ-693] - Upgrade from beta 2.4-0 to latest dev 2.4-62 not working properly 
 [LQ-694] - get_domain_group_hash can be useless when domain in more than one domain 

group 
 [LQ-695] - customer key --> domain group code is missing 
 [LQ-698] - Expiry routine no longer needs to check if r is defined 
 [LQ-699] - HA cleanup routine needs to include all tyrant databases 
 [LQ-703] - HAconfig typo 
 [LQ-708] - Cleanup query_engine.log and tt_report.log after upgrade 
 [LQ-709] - Housekeeper: StatusReport causes curls to hang 
 [LQ-710] - Timeout on Intel_background needs to increase 
 [LQ-711] - get_relationships doesn't exclude shared whitelist entries 
 [LQ-712] - Issue with check_for_updates formatting on CentOS 6 variants 
 [LQ-713] - Changing Whitelist sharing in GUI didn't update config.xml 
 [LQ-719] - Expired session doesn't return an error to MI API Client 
 [LQ-720] - Enable Add WL/BL list entry button without requiring to click 'view all entries' button 
 [LQ-721] - In HA setup, updating license should be enabled on the Slave machine 
 [LQ-413] - review / redesign process_querylog 
  
 [LQ-722] - Re-add GZIP support and remove from upgrade scripts 
 [LQ-725] - disabling ha mode has something that refers to eth0 
 [LQ-726] - Monit 'API' connection error even if nginx_fastcgi is running 
 [LQ-727] - LogiQ managed to add a domain group twice 
 [LQ-728] - Internal matching not working without defining Mail Server IPs - and 127.0.0.1 

should always be defined as a valid IP. 
 [LQ-729] - "Add domain failed" error message 
 [LQ-733] - Remove v2.4 HA stats upgrade script from v2.4-1 and v2.5 updates 
 [LQ-735] - domain group admin initial login does not call summary stats 
 [LQ-736] - found tt_report DB spawning mulitiple processes on the server 
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 [LQ-738] - MISSING_DATA error incorrectly returned from MI API status  
 [LQ-739] - Disable sender rate limiting in config.xml for upgrade and default install 
 [LQ-746] - Query Engine Issue when upgrading from Live to Beta (Master-Slave HA Setup) 
 [LQ-750] - ttservctl init.d file dname parameter was changed after running CLI setup  
 [LQ-752] - V2 API, no www-authenticate: header upon authentication failure 
 [LQ-761] - existing HA configuration mongo.conf is replaced with default values after upgrade 
 [LQ-765] - Some issues and changes required to MI API 
 [LQ-767] - MI v1/v2 API needs contextual awareness for split domains 
 [LQ-770] - deleting domain group deletes records regardless of which domain group they are 

in. 
 [LQ-775] - pagination is broken in intel_relationships v2 
 [LQ-777] - tt_report spawning multiple instances on restarts 
 [LQ-778] - logiq init script possibly wiping nginx_query.conf  
 [LQ-780] - get_messagedatav2 does not work as expected 
 [LQ-781] - stats cleanup removes last year's records upon switching to next year 
 [LQ-792] - Issue with obfuscator 
 [LQ-797] - MongoDB and intel_messagedata / intel_messagedatav2 
 [LQ-799] - mongo needs data on which system message came from, and this needs to get 

through into MI API output 
 [LQ-803] - LogiQ restart does not work correctly when nginx main process goes away 
 [LQ-804] - tt_report process duplicates itself 
 [LQ-807] - Add LogiQ QueryLog MQ to Monit Rule 
 [LQ-810] - LogiQ Master- Master MongoDB Replication Error When Querying Message Data 
 [LQ-812] - Adding a manual WL/BL entry via GUI does not populate 'sy', 'mci', 'mco, database 

fields 
 [LQ-813] - LogiQ Mongo Replication Primary Server Changes Every time mongodb restarted 

causing batch insert error 
 [LQ-815] - BE7 LogiQ Update SPF takes a long time to finish 
 [LQ-817] - AWE::Config - get_network_address fails to get the network address when eth0 

does not exist 
 [LQ-818] - Die if Mongodb connection fails in AWE::QueryLog 
 [LQ-821] - LUA error in /opt/trustvault/logiq/lib/sender_rate_limit.lua 
 [LQ-828] - Errors found on Logiq installation 2.4-419 using new repo 
 [LQ-841] - StatsCleanupAge parameters in config.xml might cause confusion. 
 [LQ-858] - Retain case for subject/info. 
 [LQ-865] - System Whitelists/Blacklists not working 
 [LQ-882] - update-beta does not work 
 [LQ-889] - AWE::Replication Caught a die signal error crashes aggregator 
 [LQ-893] - messagedata API not returning correct information 
 [LQ-901] - [27813] (DEBUG) AWE::HKPR::hareplication - Rsync error.  
 [LQ-902] - (ERROR) AWE::Query 
 [LQ-906] - Query.pm FATAL errors - JSON decoding/encoding issues.  
 [LQ-910] - mco and mci overwriting when month hasn't changed! 
 [LQ-914] - include parameter in intel_messagedata (v1) not working at all 
 [LQ-920] - MI API v2 Subject search not becoming a regex correctly. 
  
 [LQ-536] - Allow &c values to have additional information after a dash  
  
 [LQ-566] - Ensure that discoveries pull through time from logs 
 [LQ-579] - Ensure the mailmarshal connector sends the spam verdict to LogiQ, so that FP's 

are shown on LogiQ GUI 
 [LQ-601] - Add https support to mi-extract + clearer error messages for non existent domains 
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 [LQ-632] - HA Configuration - when applying invalid values does not present an option to fix 
them 

 [LQ-633] - Rename API / GUI / MI ports in configuration menus 
 [LQ-644] - Let a domaingroup disable automatic new domain creation  
 [LQ-659] - Update MQ code to allow further instances to be started. 
 [LQ-660] - Update AWE::MQ to allow port number to be changed. 
 [LQ-670] - Domain/Domaingroup Config changes 
 [LQ-679] - Add /check_version call to Query engine 
 [LQ-680] - Create Mongo collection cleanup housekeeper task 
 [LQ-692] - Update process restarts LogiQ too many times - try reduce this  
 [LQ-707] - Update outbound rate limiting 
 [LQ-723] - Add MI API logging to the INFO log 
 [LQ-724] - Changes to v1 MI API to make more resilient 
 [LQ-737] - Added logging of IP address to Messaging API 
 [LQ-760] - LogiQ expiry needs to be configurable and not overwritten by upgrades 
 [LQ-776] - Proposals for changed to MI API v2 
 [LQ-795] - supplying non existant dg parameter behaviour needs to change 
 [LQ-820] - LogiQ start fails if mongod service is stopped 
 [LQ-823] - MI APIv2 order on field , use 'l' and 'r' instead of 'r' and 's' 

 

Known Issues 

 None 


